
Overcoming Student 

Learning Bottlenecks

Sit in teams of 3 across 

different fields, such as:

• Humanities

• Social Science

• STEM

• Professional School



Content
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Teaching Methods
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Third Way: Mental Process 
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Experts: Do many difficult things all at once; 

mental moves are often implicit; not available for 

conscious scrutiny

Novices: Can show us where the expert does 

their critical thinking—the bottlenecks 



Bottlenecks for Course Design: 

Women & Gender Studies

Places where students get stuck:

1. Social Construction of Gender

2. Privilege and oppression

3. Intersectionality

4. Feminist praxis

Hassel & Launius (2017)
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Bottlenecks for Course Design: 

Architecture

Places where students get stuck:
1. From a concept to a phenomenon (a space)
2. Designing to meet human needs
3. Drawing as a design language (by hand or 

computer)
4. Applying building technologies/materials to 

the designed space
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Step 1 Bottleneck 

Students struggle to 

get quantitative info 

from images—

they view them 

aesthetically



Step 2 Decode the 

expert thinking

Students: Cool pic!

Astronomers: 

▷ What is the object?

▷ What is the spectrum of 

light?

▷ Radio? Infrared? Optical? 

Ultraviolet? X-ray?

▷ What do the colors mean?

▷ What is the source for this 

picture?

▷ How are these structures 

related?

▷ How did these structures 

arise?



Step 3 Model with Analogies

The Raisin 

Bread 

Universe

The Expanding 

Balloon 

Universe
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Step 1: Define a bottleneck



Step 1: Bottleneck Discussion

What is a bottleneck where students 

struggle in your class? 

▷1st team member speaks (2 min.)

▷2nd team member speaks (2 min.)

▷3rd team member speaks (2 min.)



Report out
Were your bottlenecks 

similar or different?

There’s no correct answer—just be sure and notice 

bottlenecks.



Step 2 Interview Experts—Whole group 

▷Novices ask expert questions 

about what they do so as to NOT 

get stuck in the bottleneck. 

▷What do YOU do?

Let’s practice an interview as a 

group. Stop a few times to discuss 

the decoding interview process



Step 2: Novices interview experts

▷Ask the expert to name a specific time they had used 

this thinking recently. 

▷What do YOU do?

▷ Imagine doing what they describe. Summarize what 

expert says. Restate it. Are crucial steps left out?

▷Ask questions where you don’t understand.

▷Probe where the expert cannot explain.

▷Reassure the expert.

▷Gently interrupt if expert talks about: how they teach 

it, how they learned it, of if they start to lecture.



Step 2: Uncover the tacit knowledge of 

the expert

▷What did you notice?

▷Was the expert getting new info?

▷What kinds of questions were 

being asked?



Report out
What did you learn from the 

interview?

Social Knowledge Theory of Charles S. Pierce



Novice-Expert Interviews

▷ Interview a member of your team.

▷Novices ask expert questions 

about what they do so as to NOT 

get stuck in the bottleneck. 

▷What do YOU do?

15 mins 



What did you learn from 

your interviews?



BREAK – 15 minutes

Refreshments in Lobby

When you return from break please move to the 

Area of Interest table that matches the sticker on 

your folder.
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Step 3
Let’s make an analogy together

Where have I seen this mental action used before?

What is this like?



Step 3: Modeling the Mental Action

Principles of Good Lecturing

1. Provide an analogy from outside your field

2. Perform an example from inside the field

3. Highlight the crucial mental actions.



Step 3 Modeling—Whole group 

▷Suggest analogies of the mental 

action to the expert.

▷Expert: give us feedback on the 

analogy—where it works and 

where it breaks down.

Let’s practice analogy making as a 

group. 



Team Activity: Analogies

▷What analogy can model the mental action 

decoded in Step 2?

▷Teammates—don’t be afraid to suggest a bad 

analogy

▷Help each team member develop an analogy that 

will be familiar to students.

(5 mins. per person)



Step 3.
Can someone share an analogy?

How do analogies show the mental action?



Choose one bottleneck at your table and 

complete the planning template

Identify one step that your team wants to present 

to the group after lunch

Use lunch to plan a 3-minute creative 

presentation (skit, poem/haiku, song, or other 

representation)

For AoIs with multiple tables, coordinate and 

choose one team to present – or find a way to 

combine presentations within 3 minutes.

Submit an exit ticket and poster for your AoI (one 

per AoI) to the staff table at the back of the room 

before leaving for lunch





Professional Development on Campus

• The Academy is supporting discipline area workshops to 

help faculty identify bottlenecks, participate in decoding 

interviews, and share with colleagues

• Copies of Joan’s book: Overcoming Student Learning 

Bottlenecks will be provided to help faculty who lead the 

design and facilitation of these workshops

• Funds for refreshments, and materials will be provided 

along with Academy staff support

• Get started by submitting your own bottleneck lesson plan



Thanks! Please see the 

Decoding the Disciplines 

Resources 

Join on our 

Listserv: google groups Decoding-the-

disciplines

Website: decodingthedisciplines.org

Youtube channel: Decoding the Disciplines

middendo@Indiana.edu


